NEXT GEN 9-1-1 LOGGERS
Unified recording of analog, P25, VoIP and T1
One System Records it All
• Simultaneously record from P25 radios, dispatch consoles, outside
phone lines, analog extensions, VoIP, military radios, and security
microphones all in perfect digital quality.
• Record from Next Gen sources including text messaging, GPS
tracks, radar data, TDD, E-mail and other sources.
• No vendor offers better telecom audio quality than DLI. Motorola
audio processing gives you crystal clear recording from any radio
or telecom signal source.
• Calls are organized for quick access in spreadsheet and timeline
views. Every recording includes a digital signature with time and
date and file information. Professional editing software quickly
selects only the audio of interest.

15-1500 Terrabyte Storage Capacity
• Redundant disk arrays store years of recordings on line for instant
access. Recordings may be securely accessed from any authorized
location. RAID capacity gives you performance to store all recordings permanently and make on-line backups.

Fast, Secure Access to Recordings
• Gone are the days of unreliable DVD and DAT systems. Produce
recordings in seconds, not hours.
• On-site installation and training included with every system. You’ll
be up and running within days. We’ll customize the system and
software to your specific needs.

Redundant Backup - On and Off-Site
• DLI can back-up your recordings off-site via a heavily encrypted
secure tunneling link. 50GB Blu-Ray disks are shipped to your department monthly for on-site storage. Use the large capacity RAID
array to make your own on-line backups automatically.

Powerful Hardware, Reliable Software
• The combination of IBM servers, large RAID storage, and modular software gives you reliabilty and performance that can’t be
matched by “PC based” alternatives.
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LICENSE FREE SOFT WARE
Set up and Configuration Wizard

Evidence Builder Call Analyzer

An easy-to-use windows setup utility makes
configuration a breeze.

Evidence Builder Software is a powerful program used to
locate and analyze recordings in a spreadsheet format.

Get it right the first time, even with little or no telecom
experience.

Use it to analyze incoming calls, create lists, sort calls, and
search by time, date, line, DTMF, DID, nummber dialed, etc.
Quickly locate recordings on a local workstation or
server. Copy, email, or transfer calls to an audio editor.

Recording Manager
The main logging application gives you a real-time
display of incoming recordings.
Calls are neatly organized in daily directories. Disk space is
automatically managed. One click leads you directly to the
recordings for that line.

Live Remote Monitoring
Local or remote users can be assigned
access priviledges
to allow remote
interception and live
monitoring of calls.
Monitor locally via
LAN or world-wide
via WAN.

ANI/ALI Call Detail Recorder
Get detailed reports on every call, even internal calls from one PBX
extension to another. Capture all the call detail information provided
from your PBX serial port. Document calls between extensions.
ANI, ALI, or SMDR data streams are logged using our call detail
recording utility. This program logs all serial data from up to 8 PBX or
modem ports simultaneously.

ALL SOFTWARE IS INCLUDED OUTRIGHT WITH NO “PER SEAT” FEES OR ANNUAL LICENSING

